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ABSTRACT
Saha, Sanjib Kumar. M.S. in Computer Science. The University of Memphis.
August 2014. Puzzle-based Learning for Cyber Security Education. Major
Professor: Dipankar Dasgupta, Ph.D.
Puzzle-based learning has proven to result in a better STEM learning
environment in mathematics, physics, and computer science. However, no
significant work has been done in computer and cyber security, only the idea of
using puzzles to teach cyber security has only been introduced very recently. We
introduce two different puzzle designs, truth table based and decision tree based.
In both cases participants have to make decisions according to their knowledge
and scenario. We conducted some informal surveys and believe that such
interactive learning will help students to understand complex cyber-attack paths
and countermeasures for fraud detection, cybercrime, and advanced persistent
threats (APTs). Participants will learn not only to protect a specific system but
also an entire class of systems with different hardware/software components and
architectures, providing similar service. The survey result shows that the puzzlebased learning method has been beneficial for the students towards their
learning.
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1. Introduction

Most of the modern functioning systems that operate utilities like water,
electricity, gas, and telecommunication systems are connected and mostly
operated through the Internet or some sort of network. This makes these
systems prone to network attacks. Many security events occur on a daily basis.
According to McAfee, they had discovered more than 25 million new Malware
instances in the last quarter of 2013 [1]. Over the past year, the Internet and
business populations have faced security issues such as malware (in general
and for mobiles), ransom ware, network threats, web threats, spam messages,
cybercrime, and hacktivism [1] [2]. Failure to protect data in large companies may
result in disasters. Recently, massive attacks on the point-of-sale system at
Target© compromised about 110 million customers’ credit card data [3].
Moreover, targeted attacks on specific systems or institutions are increasing and
so are the mobile device vulnerabilities with the increase of mobile device usage.
New spearfishing attacks (e.g. Watering hole) are discovered [4]. The data of
millions of users has been compromised from reputed organizations like
Evernote, LivingSocial, Ubisoft, Ubuntu forum and NASDAQ community forum in
2013 [5]. Existing threats like malware, network and web threats, spam mail,
cyber-crime, botnets, etc. are continuing to disrupt the functionalities of systems.
The security of any computer or information system is ultimately the
responsibility of the users who interact or control the computer system. Modern
computer systems are composed of a number of software and hardware
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components, interacting with each other in a complex way. Any improper
handling of these systems may eventually lead to compromising the system and
data. Users of these systems need to know about vulnerabilities and they should
try to safeguard their systems from the waves of attacks.
It is education and training that will prepare a person’s knowledge base,
analytical skills and thinking ability to defend their systems from attackers. Even
though security protocols for network and computer systems are regularly
updated to defend against zero day attacks, it is still very difficult to develop
routine exercises or course materials to teach the cyber security issues or to
defend against these zero-day attacks [6]. Developing a profound understanding
is very important to produce a defensive strategy from the users’ own knowledge.
Solving puzzles is an interesting and effective way of learning complex logic
and abstract concepts. It encourages the solver to use his/her knowledge on that
topic and to think ‘outside the box’ using his/her skills and expertise. In cyber
security education, extensive use of puzzles and their benefits to students are yet
to be explored and examined in a classroom environment [2].
The idea of using puzzles for the learning process is based on the high level
of stimulation of the human mind while encountering challenges. The human
mind is stimulated the most when it encounters a scenario or challenge to solve.
Any person will have a better understanding of a topic if he/she faces a challenge
and then tries to solve it using his/her knowledge base.
We will discuss the definition and categories of puzzles with the use of
puzzles in different sectors of education in the next chapter. Afterwards, we will
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focus on the current cyber security problems/issues and the need for puzzlebased learning for cyber security education in chapter 3. We will then present two
approaches for puzzle design and explain those approaches in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 will show the results of some informal surveys with test
implementations of this puzzle-based learning approach and conclude with some
suggestions for future works.
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2. Literature

Puzzles
Puzzles represent problems that encourage the solvers to use their
awareness or knowledge base on the topic and think thoroughly and beyond to
solve the problem. Most of the time, the solver has to put the existing pieces of
the problem together to get the full picture and only then he/she can solve it.
Puzzles are defined in Wikipedia in the following way:
‘A Puzzle is a problem or enigma that tests the ingenuity of the solver.’
The history of puzzles can be traced back to 1760, when one of the basic
forms of puzzles ‘Jigsaw puzzle’ is first created by John Spilsbury [7]. It became
very popular and is still being used as a teaching aid [8]. Until then, different
kinds of puzzle have been designed; some for entertainment purposes and
others for educational reasons. There are different categories of puzzles. Some
of the broad categories are explained below:
1) Jigsaw puzzle: This is a tiling puzzle where numerous small pieces can be
arranged (significantly, only one-way) to form a complete picture.
2) Chess puzzle: This is a puzzle using chess pieces on a chessboard where
the solver needs to achieve a particular task with the chess pieces.
3) Mathematical problem: Mostly used for educational purposes and to
demonstrate complex scenarios. To solve a mathematical puzzle, the
solver has to find a solution that satisfies the given constraints. There are
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many forms of mathematical puzzle; like logical puzzle, Seven Bridges of
Königsberg problem etc.
4) Combination puzzle: A Rubik’s cube is a famous example for this category
of puzzles. These puzzles consist of a set of pieces that can be
manipulated in different ways. The solver has to achieve a particular
combination from any random combination.
5) Transport puzzle: These puzzles ask solvers to transport objects from one
point to another on a given layout. No object is ever added or lost from the
layout and solver has to follow certain rules.
6) Rearrangement puzzle: To solve these puzzles, the solver has to achieve
a specific arrangement of objects with a given number of moves or
specific number of objects.
7) Situation puzzles: These puzzles have associative storylines for the
puzzle scenario. The solver or the user has to provide feedbacks
whenever he/she faces a challenge or question. Depending upon the
settings, level of difficulty and explanations, his/her answer may be
considered acceptable. The puzzle is solved when the solver is able to
understand whatever aspect of the initial scenario was puzzling. These
puzzles are inexact and many puzzle statements may have more than one
‘fitting’ answer. It requires critical and literal thinking, logical reasoning to
solve these kinds of puzzles.
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There are other categories and sub-categories of puzzles used for both
education and entertainment purposes. Z. Michalewicz [2] suggested that a
puzzle is considered good if it has the following four characteristics:
a. Generality: Puzzles should explain some universal problem solving
principles. These general strategies would allow for solving new, yet
unknown problems in the future.
b. Simplicity: Puzzles should be easy to state and easy to remember. Easyto-remember puzzles increase the chance that not just the solution
method is remembered.
c. Eureka factor: The problem-solver may feel a sense of satisfaction at their
cleverness for eventually solving the puzzle. The Eureka factor also
implies that educational puzzles should have solutions that are not
obvious.
d. Entertainment factor: Educational puzzles should be entertaining.
Entertainment is often a side effect of simplicity, frustration, the Eureka
factor, and an ‘interesting’ setting (e.g. a casino environment).
Different forms of puzzles may not have all these characteristics but do have
most of the characteristics from the list above. As noted by Michalewicz and
Michalewicz, generality is a characteristic of problems, not just puzzles and not
all puzzles meet the simplicity criterion. However, the other two criteria are critical
for good puzzle design [2].
Puzzles are used extensively for education and classroom settings in modern
day teaching methodologies. Whisenand and Dunphy [9] showed effective use of
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crossword puzzles to present information system terminology for introductory
business information systems students. They proposed the crossword puzzles as
a vehicle for accelerating learning vocabulary terms for their future classes. The
authors also used picture puzzles in upper level information systems courses and
showed that puzzles can be successfully used for teamwork building [10]. Berry
and Miller [11] conducted a study with athletes where they found crossword
puzzles and computer based trivia activities motivated learning, increased
confidence and promoted growth in cognitive knowledge of the students.
Gloria et al. [12] studied extensively to figure out the effects of puzzle-based
instructional strategies on primary school students in social studies. They
focused on the effectiveness of the use of different kinds of puzzles on the
primary school students for educational purposes and found almost similar
effectiveness from all different kinds of puzzles.
There is interesting work using the game theoretic approach to defend Denial
of Service attack using multi-layered puzzle-based defense architecture [13]. The
authors introduced techniques such as puzzle auctions and congestion puzzle
and embedded them into both end-to-end and IP-layer services for
authentication. Authors demonstrated the effectiveness of proposed techniques
in DoS threat mitigation to IP, TCP and application protocols maintaining
interoperability with legacy systems and supporting incremental deployment.
Crossword puzzles have been also used for medication purposes.
Researchers have shown that crossword puzzle participation at baseline could
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delay the onset of accelerated memory decline by more than 2 years in the
preclinical stages of dementia [14].

Use of Puzzles in Education

According to Falkner et al., puzzle-based teaching addresses two issues [15]:
1) Emphasizes critical thinking skill rather than simply covering content,
2) Promotes mathematical and logical reasoning among students.
Puzzles help the solver to understand the meaning of topic and to correlate
their knowledge base for that topic to propose and apply their solution to solve
the puzzle. That enhances the comprehension of their knowledge on the topic
(figure 1).

Understanding
Comprehend the
meaning of subject
matter

Correlation
Associating what
has been learned,
understood and
applied with
subsequent
learning with the
help of puzzles

Application
Applying something
to use that has
been learned and
understood

Knowledge
of the topic

Figure 1: Stages of learning

Many institutions and instructors are using puzzles extensively specially for
the STEM curriculums. Specifically, the University of Adelaide offers a Computer
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Science course for Puzzle-Based Learning [16]. The course focuses on the
fundamentals of framing and solving unstructured problems. This puzzle-based
learning course proved developing proficiency in the appropriate use of
contemporary technology among the students. Many of the puzzles the class
focus on, consist of general mathematical problems, simplistic puzzles that are
easy to state and remember, eureka puzzles that often frustrate the solver, and
puzzles that have a high entertaining factor. The logical awareness and problemsolving skills of a student are increased by discussing and providing variety of
problems in the form of puzzles to the students.
Albright College offers a problem-solving class for their first-year seminar
students [17]. The goal of the course was to get students to frame and solve
unstructured problems by motivating the students to seek solutions. This course
helped the students to develop general problem solving strategies with the aid of
a range of challenges and brainteasers.
The University of Technology Sydney offers a seminar on the use of puzzlebased learning to address the gap in the educational curriculum for first year
students [18]. The invited lecturer, Zbigniew Michalewicz, presented the idea of
using puzzles to improve learning of students in a course at the University of
Adelaide. The focus of this course was to increase a student’s mathematical
awareness and problem-solving skills by covering a variety of puzzles.
The University of Adelaide and The Carnegie Mellon University thoroughly
compared the use of puzzles as a teaching tool with the traditional teaching
system. The outcome showed the puzzle as a more effective teaching tool over
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the traditional teaching methodology [19]. Their work was awarded as the 2010
DSI Instructional Innovation Award Competition Finalist by the Decision Science
Institute [20].
The Stanford University Newsletter on Teaching covered a story in reference
to problem-based learning [21]. Authors discussed about the concept of problembased learning and the approach of the problem-based learning in classroom
setting. For a successful problem-based learning model, authors assumed that
learning to be an active, integrated and constructive process influenced by
contextual features. The authors mentioned in their literature review that, a
student-centered approach combined with open-ended problems serve as
primary incentives for learning for the students [21].
The Centre for Learning and Academic Development (CLAD) at the University
of Birmingham funded a project to study the merits of puzzle-based learning in
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math (STEM). The goal of this study is to
develop an efficient model for puzzle-based learning to be incorporated in STEM
teaching [22].
Authors defined puzzles as perplexing problems that require considerable
ingenuity to solve, possibly a lateral thinking solution [23]. The solution may even
be unexpected, counter-intuitive or apparently paradoxical. Authors suggested
that solving the puzzle should result in a ‘Eureka’ moment or be very satisfying
for the solver and the solving process should be both frustrating and entertaining.
Additionally, the application of ingenuity should extend beyond writing down
correct models.
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Melero et al. [24] proposed a conceptual model for designing puzzle-based
games to facilitate active learning for students. They proposed two models:
generalizing the design of puzzle-based games by integrating puzzle pieces for
different learning activities and emphasizing the functional relationship between
components of puzzle-based game design. Authors used examples to highlight
the concept of puzzle-based games to facilitate the use of their proposed
conceptual modal to increase interest in the Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) field among students.
Merrick’s study [25] conducted a two-year study on the effectiveness on the
incorporation of puzzle-based learning into computer science curriculum at the
University of New South Wales, Australian Defense Force Academy
(UNSW@ADFA). Author compared the responses of her course with other
courses that did not use the puzzle-based teaching method on 12 categories
including effectiveness of course material, students’ perception of course
content, development of students’ analytical skill etc. The results of the study
indicate increment of students’ interest and scope for active participation in the
course and development of students’ critical thinking and problem-solving skills.

Use of Puzzles in Cyber Security Education

Surprisingly, there are very few attempts of using puzzles in cyber security
education. Among them, some initiatives are worth mentioning that use puzzles
for cyber security education. Gondree et al. suggested some tabletop card and
11

board games to expose fresh audiences to cyber security via informal learning
[26]. The existing cyber security games (e.g. Capture the flag) sacrifice many
freedoms of play due to technical reality or simulation. The authors tried to
present the idea of informal, social, dynamic, challenging, attractive and
rewarding games for the cyber security education that is simple to learn and do
not require any special equipment. To be successful as a learning tool, these
games should introduce the audience to new ideas and stimulate continued
study.
Dasgupta et al. [27] presented the idea of using puzzle for the cyber security
education. They have suggested the use of an interactive learning process for
cyber security learning will help the students to comprehend the topics and use
their knowledge to defend against unexpected attack situations. After that,
Dasgupta and Saha presented the idea of using decision trees for designing
puzzles for cyber security learning in their work [28].
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3. Cyber Security Issues

Modern offices and institutions are moving towards paperless environments
for both environmental and efficiency purpose. Nowadays, most of the official
documents are saved electronically and official communications are done using
electronic media (e.g. email). Complex industry machineries are controlled by
large network of computers. Both centralized and de-centralized utility distribution
systems use large meshes of networks for efficient operation. Any person, who
operates or uses these systems, may become a victim of due to cyber
vulnerabilities. The person may be an online customer, IT employee,
network/system administrator or security staff. Therefore, all personnel, who use
any device that connects with a network, require different levels of cyber security
education and training according to their exposure to the network and the value
of their work. Users need to know about the security breaches and data
compromises associated with identity theft and should learn how to protect them
from these attacks and vulnerabilities.
There are incidents where the negligence of one employee resulted in a
massive data breach for the institution. In 2011, RSA employee was tricked into
retrieving a junk mail message by a well-crafted message containing a virus.
RSA experienced a security breach as that virus lead to a sophisticated attack on
the company’s information systems [29]. In January 2013, Facebook experienced
an attack when malware was installed on some employees’ laptops. The
employees visited a compromised mobile developer’s website and the malware
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was installed on laptops via the exploit that was hosted on that website. Later,
Facebook found that the site was using a previously unseen, zero-day exploit to
bypass the Java sandbox (built-in protections) to install the malware [30].
The cyber world has recently experienced some catastrophic exploitation of
cyber network security. Five major retailers’ networks were attacked using
Random Access Memory scraping technique during the 2013 holiday shopping
season and compromised customer data [3]. More than 40 million users’ credit
information was compromised in the Target© Point-Of-Sale attack between
November 27 and December 15 of 2013.
‘Heartbleed’ is a security bug in the OpenSSL cryptography, resulted from a
missing bound check in the handling of the Transport Layer Security (TLS) [31],
exposing millions of users data to be compromised. It was believed to be the
worst vulnerability in the computer science history since commercial Internet
service has started [32], compromising the security of more than half million
‘secure’ web servers that were certified by trusted authorities, allowing the theft
of the private keys of the servers and user session cookies and passwords [33].
Attackers are getting more expert and using sophisticated technologies to
exploit the systems than ever before (Figure 2). The differences between emails
and social networking, PCs and tablets/smartphones are also going blurred with
time. Attackers are changing their attack trends and patterns. For example,
attackers are designing threats to take advantage of the user email information
regardless of the device used to access email. Cybercriminals identified an
exploitable design flaw in email defenses that allowed a ‘point-of-click’ attack to
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occur, where the embedded link in an email points to an infected destination.
Attackers exploit the fact that the email links are not evaluated until the email is
accepted by an organization’s email system. Therefore, cybercriminals infect the
link’s destination after email gets past security defenses and before recipient
clicks the link. According to the threat report for the last quarter of 2013, almost
one in every four emails contains malware as URL [4].

Figure 2: Trend of attack sophistication with timeline
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Attackers are using malware to steal sensitive and confidential information
from organizations for around for a decade. Attackers maintain relatively low
profile for these targeted attacks to remain below the radar of security
technology. Attackers use malwares aimed at a specific user or group of users
within a targeted organization and may deliver through spear-phishing emails, or
a form of drive-by download known as a watering-hole attack [4]. These attacks
are designed to be low in volume, often with malicious components used
exclusively in one attack to remain undetected. Their ultimate goal is to provide a
backdoor for the attacker to breach the targeted organization (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Key Stages of Targeted attacks [4]

Attackers no longer rely only on spear-phishing attacks in order to penetrate
an organization’s defenses. Rather than, they have expanded their tactics to
include watering-hole attacks, which are legitimate websites, compromised for
installing targeted malware onto the victim’s computer. These attacks rely mostly
17

on zero-day vulnerabilities for client-side exploits. In order to remain undetected,
attackers keep switching the vulnerability used for exploitation, as the
vulnerabilities, they are using, has been published. Attackers are more interested
towards the targeted attacks because one successful attack will result in a large
set of compromised data with large financial implication. From Figure 4, attackers
are targeting almost all sectors of business keeping government networks at the
top.

Targeted Attacks in 2013

Cosntruction
1%
Mining
1%
Retail
2%
Wholesale
5%
Transportation,
Gas,
Communnication,
Electric
6%

Other
14%

Public
Administration
(Gov.)
16%

Services Professional
15%
Finance,
Insuarance &
Real Estate
13%

Services - Nontraditional
14%

Manufacturing
13%

Figure 4: The distribution of Targeted attacks to various Industries
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Why improvement is needed
With the increased use of credit cards, online transactions and virtual money,
even the sole user lives at the edge to compromise his/her money or even
identity. Many of the mobile phone and social network applications, web site
memberships and other applications require the use of credit cards for
verification purpose. Online banking and online shopping are getting more
popular to users to save money and time. These modern life trends also carry the
risk of losing the information that may cause financial losses and identity theft.
Almost 552 million identities were exposed in 2013 alone [4]. About 66% of the
emails delivered every day are spams. More than 3,200 Android malwares were
detected and more than 56,000 new malicious web domains were found only in
2013 [4]. In this situation, nothing other than knowledge is the key for the users to
defend against these vulnerabilities and attacks.
Cyber security education is already an established area of study in most
educational institutions. New attacks evolved every day and security policies are
updated to defend against the new attacks. Attackers continue to deliver
sophisticated and innovative approaches to bypass the security defenses and the
cycle continues. To cope with the ever-evolving area, cyber security curriculum
needs to withstand the changes.
Various approaches are used for cybersecurity education purposes. The
methodical classroom settings are used almost everywhere with basic contents
to convey the knowledge to the students. Lab setup is also used to create the
network environment to simulate the role of attackers and defenders using the
19

vulnerability databases [34]. Projects are also used to provide students thorough
understanding of the systems and complex relation between machine and
networks. Cyber security competitions (e.g. Capture the flag) are also arranged
to inspire innovative ideas.
In his work, Eagle discussed the current trend and issues on the cyber
security education [6]. He focused on the issues with teaching methods ignoring
the constantly developing fundamentally new kinds of attacks. He also argued
about the advantages of the security competitions over the stand-alone exercises
for the cyber security education and pointed on the deficiencies of the current
competition systems. He suggested scope of improvements in competition
values that might help to achieve higher rate of success for the cyber security
competitions.
Folkner et al. [15] has discussed about the learning methods that can be used
to develop the problem solving skills among students. Traditional problem-based
learning helps acquisition of domain specific knowledge for the students. Projectbased learning, depicting problems most relevant to real world situation, trains
the students with to deal with uncertainty and changing conditions. On the other
hand, puzzle-based learning stimulates student’s critical thinking and logical
reasoning capability and helps the students to grasp abstract reasoning (Figure
5).
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Figure 5: Variety of learning and skills needed for problem solving in real world

With the ever changing situation in the cyber security domain, users need to
develop their own reasoning and thinking ability. As discussed by Eagle [6],
methodical classroom setting or problem-based learning does not prepare the
participants to defend against unseen zero-day attacks. There will be no predefined patterns of cyber security threats and vulnerabilities. Therefore, it is
important that the learning methods develop a clear understanding of the
scenario among the participants and they can produce effective defense strategy
for any new attack from their own perception.
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4. Puzzle-Based Learning for Cyber Security Education

The introduction of puzzles in the learning process will help the participants to
realize and evaluate the cyber security concepts while solving puzzles related to
cyber security problems. Different types of puzzles are needed to cover various
knowledge domains and complexity levels according to the need of different user
domains. There should be levels of puzzles to test the ability of the solvers at
different difficulty level. Level-one puzzles may constitute of only very basic
operations regarding computers and networks and covering only one knowledge
unit. Next level puzzles may deal with different kinds of exploitations and
vulnerabilities. These puzzles may cover more than one knowledge units. Levelthree puzzles may have problems regarding cross-linking exploitation, code
injection attacks and may cover 3 – 4 knowledge units. Higher-level puzzles will
cover complex real life events, regarding social apps, secure server penetration,
web browser security etc. and will cover many knowledge units. An example for a
high-level puzzle scenario is shown in figure 6, where the participant has to
consider different application and server modules along with a range of
vulnerabilities.
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Figure 6: Plot for high-level puzzles

We introduced some ground principles for developing cyber security puzzles:
1) Puzzles should have different levels of difficulty like some popular games
for different target groups. Entry-level puzzles cover one knowledge unit
(KU) such as existing vulnerabilities, common errors in user interaction
etc. Higher-level puzzles encompass bigger scenarios, real life events and
cover more knowledge units and attack surface regarding cross-linking
complex exploitation, code injection attacks, which may originate in social
apps, secure server penetration, web browser security etc. Such attacks
may not follow predefined exploitation paths; similarly, our puzzles follow
non-trivial solutions.
2) Puzzles may not have unique solutions rather most likelihood outcome.
Since a security puzzle cannot describe all real world environment setting
23

so there may not have unique solution/decision, which is correct. In
addition, interactive puzzles should provide hints to guide the learner in
finding a most likelihood solution based on the assumptions made.
Accordingly, a difficult puzzle (with more ambiguous options) should
incorporate many hints as it may come across different attacks/solution.
3) Puzzles should be open-ended (if possible) and may have inter-connected
paths or branches. For example, in the higher level puzzles, someone
may start with one puzzle and can move around multiple knowledge units
with the flow of the scenario.
4) A good security puzzle must have out-of-the-box attack/solution
component of knowledge units. All puzzles should be in-line with the
emerging technology to provide up-to-date knowledge.
We developed an interactive environment, where the participants can take
their own decision based on the available options. We created some scenarios
based on the real life events depicting some possible attacks. Every event has a
corresponding state that can be safe, suspicious or compromised. Participants
start from a safe state and then asked to perform certain tasks or to take decision
regarding to a situation. Their actions can lead to different states so to realize
whether their response lead to any exposed state or data breaches. Participants
have to perform their tasks or take their decisions in a manner such that, they
always remain in safe states. In this way, the participants will know the
consequences of their actions and decision that may lead to possible breaches.
Therefore, participants can have an experience of the real world operation
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scenario beforehand without actually exposing any system in the risk of real
compromise. During the decision making, participants get feedback from the
puzzle scenarios about their responses. These feedbacks explain why any
participants’ choice is good or how their choice can expose the system towards
some vulnerability. These analyses help the participants to build their mental
model for the scenarios and assist them to grasp the knowledge more efficiently.
In our puzzle scenarios, the participant will have to play the role of a character
in a story line. The person also needs to make decisions based on the current
situation of the scenario. While taking any decision, the participant has to
consider the present situation and the future outcome of the decision so that
his/her decision does not lead to any weakness or vulnerability of the system,
which may expose the entire organization to any attack. The puzzles are
designed in such a way that they do not have unique solution with most likelihood
outcome. Hence, participants will face different challenges based on their prior
responses.
These puzzles are supposed to be used in physical classrooms as well as
virtual classrooms. These puzzle scenarios are designed to be interactive and
self-explanatory, so that, participants can use these scenarios without any
previous walkthrough or external help. Still, it will be a good idea to include some
introductory slides to demonstrate the navigation through the puzzle scenarios.
These puzzles are designed in a way so that the participants face variation of
challenges based on their prior knowledge and based on their responses on prior
puzzles. Two kinds of puzzles are proposed. One kind of puzzles uses truth
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tables to formulate attack vectors. The variables of these truth tables are different
network layers or components and functions are the combination of some
vulnerabilities and weaknesses of those network layers. Participants will be given
a scenario and they will be put into a situation where they will have to face some
attacks based on the weaknesses exposed by them so far. The use of structured
truth tables with network components and corresponding vulnerabilities help to
build attack functions using network weaknesses as parameters.
Other kinds of puzzles are based on logical decision trees. At the end of
running through the puzzle scenario, the result will show the participants whether
their actions and decisions make them a victim of vulnerabilities or save them
from exploitation.

Truth Table (T-T) based puzzle

Truth tables are used to breakdown a logic function by showing all possible
values the function can attain. A truth table lists all possible combinations of
values of variables and corresponding function outputs. Thus, a truth table can
be used to find out the required states of the variables for a desired state of the
function.
We use truth tables for vulnerabilities and attacks. There are certain
components for any network architecture, and a weakness may exist in some or
any of the components of the architecture. In T-T based approach, we expressed
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the vulnerabilities and attacks as functions of these different network layer
weaknesses.
The vulnerabilities and attacks are expressed as functions of these different
network layer weaknesses. For an example, we considered the layered
addressing model of network traffic flow (Figure 7). Any inbound traffic arrives at
application layer has the DNS address. The corresponding IP address is
resolved by the DNS server and after that destination MAC address is translated
from the IP address to deliver inbound traffic. For outbound traffic, the reverse
path is usually followed. We considered only ARP, IP and DNS service
components for this example. Any of these components can have weaknesses:
either functional or in implementation. Any of the weaknesses may expose the
system to various kinds of vulnerabilities and attacks depending of the particular
component weakness.
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Figure 7: Illustration of layered addressing (in traffic header) and corresponding
network protocols associated with addressing.

The relationship among the attacks and the addressing component
vulnerabilities is expressed with a truth table. For example, we took three
components of the TCP/IP packet retrieval process and prepared a truth table
(table 1) for ‘man in the middle’ and ‘DNS spoofing’ attacks. Table 1 shows the
relationship among the attacks and component vulnerabilities. We took ARP, IP
and DNS as the components for the vulnerabilities and they are the variables for
the truth table. Any cell in components columns with value ‘0’ denotes no
vulnerability is present and ‘1’ denotes some kind of vulnerability in present in the
corresponding component. A value of ‘1’ in the attack column denotes the attack
is possible for the corresponding combination of vulnerabilities and ‘0’ denotes a
safe state from the attack. The combination of the vulnerabilities can be denoted
as a vector of truth-values. For example, the third row of the table can be
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expressed as a vector of variables like <0, 1, 0> and these values of the vector
are mapped to the table variables ARP, IP and DNS accordingly. The <0, 1, 0>
vector denotes no vulnerability exists in ARP and DNS component, but some
vulnerability exits in IP component. For the <0, 1, 0> combination in table 1, we
have ‘1’ in ‘man in the middle’ attack and ‘0’ in DNS spoofing attack column. It
denotes that, for this combination of vulnerabilities in the corresponding
components, the given system is prone to a ‘man in the middle’ attack but
apparently safe to a ‘DNS spoofing’ attack.

Table 1: The truth table for ARP, IP and DNS layer weaknesses and attacks.
Components
ARP

IP

DNS

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Attack
Man in the
middle attack
0
1
1
1
0
1
1
1

DNS
spoofing
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1

Using this table 1, we formulated logic functions for any specific attack using
the component vulnerabilities as variables. Function minimization tools (ex. K-
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map) can also be used in this process. From table 1, the function we come up
with the following logic functions for the attacks.

f (Man in the middle) = IP + DNS ……………………………………. (1)

f (DNS spoofing) = DNS ………………………. ……………………... (2)

Therefore, function (1) denotes a ‘man in the middle’ attack can be launched if
there is some vulnerability in either IP or DNS components. It can also be
expressed as a vector of table variables as <X, 1, X>, <X, X, 1>, symbolizing two
possible scenarios for ‘man in the middle’ attack, where any IP component
vulnerability or any DNS component vulnerability is providing enough scopes for
the attack.
We propose another format for the T-T based puzzles, where the
vulnerabilities will be considered as variables for some specific attacks as
functions. We follow the same structure as table 1 to prepare these truth tables,
where 0 in the variable columns will denote absence and 1 will denote the
presence of the vulnerability specified in the column header. Also for function
columns, 0 denotes a safe state and 1 denotes an attack possibility for the attack
specified in the column header. For example, we consider two vulnerabilities
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from both IP layer and DNS layer. Then we prepared a truth table for ‘Worm
propagation’ and ‘Man in the middle’ attacks.

Using data in table 2 and function minimization tools, we can derive the attack
formula for ‘Worm propagation’ and ‘Man in the middle’ attacks. The functions for
the functions will be following:

f (Worm propagation) = (Access Control List Vulnerability) + (MS DNS
Server Misconfiguration)

…………… …………………………………………… (3)

f (Man in the middle) = (DoS MAC Entries Vulnerability) + (Access Control
List Vulnerability)

…………………..…………………………………………….. (4)

Here, function (3) denotes a ‘Worm propagation’ attack can be launched if
either of ‘Access Control List Vulnerability’ or ‘MS DNS Server Misconfiguration’
vulnerability exists. It can also be expressed as a vector of table 2 variables as
<X, X, 1, X>, <X, X, X, 1>, symbolizing 2 possible scenarios for ‘Worm
propagation’ attack. Similarly, the ‘Man in the middle’ attack will have vector as
<X, 1, X, X>, <X, X, 1, X> of table 2 variables.
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Table 2: Truth table for IP vulnerability and DNS vulnerability with corresponding
attacks
IP layer vulnerability
DNS vulnerability
Ping
DoS MAC Access
MS DNS server
flooding
Entries
Control List misconfiguration
Vulnerability
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1

Attack
Worm
Man in
propagation the
middle
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
0
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

We termed these vectors as ‘Attack vectors’ for the corresponding attacks.
Analyzing attack vectors of two or more attacks, we can find any relationship
between these attacks. For example, we can see from the attack vectors of
‘Worm propagation’ and ‘Man in the middle’ attacks that, a ‘Worm propagation’
attack may also lead to a ‘Man in the middle’ attack in certain circumstances.
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Matrix Representation of Relationship between Vulnerabilities and
Applications

The relationships among applications with their corresponding vulnerabilities
are represented in matrix format. Every type of application has a two-dimensional
matrix to store the relationship among the vulnerabilities and the applications. In
these matrixes, vulnerabilities are arranged row-wise and applications are
presented in columns. A value of 1 denotes that the vulnerability is applicable in
the corresponding application (column header) and a value of 0 denotes that the
vulnerability is not applicable for the corresponding application (Tables 3, 4 and
5). These two dimensional matrixes are combined and represented by a threedimensional matrix.

Table 3: Vulnerability Matrix for Operating Systems

CVE-20136666
CVE-20140497
CVE-20140521
CVE-20140502
CVE-20122036
CVE-20140515

Windows XP
SP2
1

Windows 7

Mac OS X

Linux

1

1

1

Android
4.0.0
0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1

0

1

1

1

0

0
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CVE-20131729
CVE-20141732
CVE-20141735

Windows XP
SP2
0

Windows 7

Mac OS X

Linux

0

1

0

Android
4.0.0
0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

0

Table 4: Vulnerability Matrix for Browsers

CVE-20136666
CVE-20140497
CVE-20140521
CVE-20140502
CVE-20122036
CVE-20140515
CVE-20131729
CVE-20141732
CVE-20141735

Google
Chrome
34.0.1847.131
0

Google
Mozilla 24.0
Chrome
33.0.1750.116
1
0

Mozilla 19.0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

1

1

0

0
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0

Table 5: Vulnerability Matrix for applications
Adode Adobe Adobe WordPress WordPress WordPress Sea
Reader Acrobat Reader 3.7.1
3.8.1
3.0.1
Monkey
10.1.9 11.0.06 9.5.2
2.16
CVE20136666
CVE20140497
CVE20140521
CVE20140502
CVE20122036
CVE20140515
CVE20131729
CVE20141732
CVE20141735

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

For any specific configuration, the corresponding values are extracted from
the relational matrix to prepare the dependency matrix. A dependency matrix is
created for every application from the configuration. For example, we consider
the following configuration of a computer system:
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•

OS: Mac OS X

•

Browser:

•

•

Mozilla 19.0

•

Google Chrome 34.0.1847.131

Application:
•

•

Adobe Acrobat 11.0.06

Considered vulnerabilities:
•

CVE-2013-1729

Dependency matrixes are created for each kind of application using the data
from the vulnerability matrixes. The effect row for each matrix is calculated by
performing AND operations for the values in each column. The result value for
each matrix is created by performing OR operation for the values of the effect
row.

Table 6: Dependency Matrix for Operating Systems

Browser application
running on OS
CVE-2013-1729
Effect Row

Windows
XP SP2
0

Windows Mac OS
7
X
0
1

Linux
0

Android
4.0.0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
1
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The result value of the dependency matrix for operating systems, Result1 is
calculated as (0 OR 0 OR 1 OR 0 OR 0) = 1 (table 6). Similarly, the result value
of the dependency matrix for browsers, Result2 is calculated as (0 OR 0 OR 0
OR 1) = 1 (table 7) and for applications, Result3 is calculated as (0 OR 0 OR 0
OR 0 OR 0 OR 0 OR 0) = 0 (table 8).

Table 7: Dependency Matrix for Browsers

Browser
application
used
CVE-20131729
Effect Row

Google
Chrome
34.0.1847.131
1

Google
Mozilla 24.0
Chrome
33.0.1750.116
0
0

Mozilla 19.0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

1

1

Table 8: Dependency Matrix for Applications
Adode
Read
er
10.1.9
Applicatio 0
n
Running
CVE0
20131729
Effect
0
Row

Adobe
Acrob
at
11.0.0
6
1

Adobe WordPre
Read ss 3.7.1
er
9.5.2

WordPre
ss 3.8.1

WordPre
ss 3.0.1

Sea
Monke
y 2.16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Browsers and applications both run on top of Operating System (OS). But
browsers and applications can run independently. So result 2 (browsers) and
result 1 (OS) are logically AND to check if the considered vulnerability creates
any risk for this specific combination of operating system and browser
application. This process is repeated for every combination of dependent
applications. For the considered example:


R1 = result 2 AND result 1 = 1 AND 1 = 1



R2 = result 3 AND result 1 = 0 AND 1 = 0

As browsers on OS and applications on OS runs independently, so these two
results (R1, R2) are logically OR-ed to determine the effect of the considered
vulnerability on the given system configuration. For this example, the final result
R is calculated as (1 OR 0) = 1. The value of R as 1 (one) denotes the current
configuration is not safe for vulnerability CVE-2013-1729. If we get 0 (zero) as
the value of the final result R: then we can conclude that the given configuration
is safe for the considered vulnerability.

Decision Tree (D-T) based puzzle

We also use a decision tree to model attack scenarios. This decision tree can
also be termed as an attack graph or attack tree. Nodes in the tree denote
different states in the puzzle scenario. An edge exists between two nodes ‘a’ and
‘b’ if there is any action from the user from state ‘a’ leads to state ‘b’ (as shown in
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Figure 8). These states are divided into different network planes based on their
functions. States are converged to some destination goals, possibly a state
where user is exploited to some attack or a state where the user is safe. States in
different planes are connected as consequences of the user actions. Figure 8
shows how the consequence of user actions will result in user states in different
planes.

Figure 8: Connection of events among attack planes [35]

Figure 8 demonstrates how complex attacks can be launched from any plane
to exploit a system and the consequences of any inappropriate user action from
any plane may lead to the exploitation of some other plane. We showed another
example of possible attack scenarios for online social networks in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Decision tree depicting the consequences of user action in different
states

In Figure 9, the relationship between different states and consequences are
shown in a tree structure. As shown in the graph (Figure 10), a goal or final state
can be reached in more than a single way. We use this ideology in our decision
tree (D-T) based puzzle design using formulated decision trees as the backend
logic of the simulation of the puzzle scenarios. For example (Figure 10), two
different action sequences are shown in a decision tree (or attack graph) that can
lead to the same final state of a compromised bank account.
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Figure 10: Different traversal of the decision tree using different network planes

Advance Persistent Threats (APTs) are emerging for the last couple of years.
From the figures 8, 9 and 10, it can be shown that attacks are no more confined
to any specific vulnerability. Any loophole can result into complete compromise of
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the systems. Specifically, with the APTs in sight, we should check all
communications (emails, links) and executables running in a machine. Any
apparently innocent link in a mail or an executable (running in any plane) can
create the channel for attacks for other planes. Therefore, it is very important for
the users of the system to have proper knowledge about system functionalities to
detect any kind of intrusion or attack.

Implementation

We have used Articulate Storyline® to simulate virtual environments to
implement our puzzle scenarios. Participants will find themselves in a virtual
environment with many options to choose. Their actions or choice of option will
lead them to different situation (state) or may expose them to a new problem.
Therefore, depending on their course of actions, a participant may experience
different outcomes in different simulations. We present some examples of our
implemented puzzle scenarios.

Puzzle example 1

This is an example of a basic level 1 puzzle designed using a decision tree
(D-T) model. In this scenario, participants are asked to check his/her online
banking account on a virtual bank. The scenario starts from choosing the device
they want to use (Figure 11). In the course of action, the participants need to
decide among different options according to their prior decisions (Figure 12).
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Figure 11: Choosing device (Example 1)

Figure 12: Login window (Example 1)
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Participants are provided various feedbacks in the middle of the simulation
depending on their feedbacks and decisions. At the end of the simulation,
Participants will be provided with the evaluation of their actions (Figure 13) and
they will be showed the possible vulnerabilities they were exposed during the
simulation in the form of an attack graph in the decision tree (Figure 14). The
evaluation and attack graphs will be generated according to the actions of the
participants.

Figure 13: User evaluation (Example 1)
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Figure 14: Generated attack graph in the decision tree (Example 1)

The generated attack graph (Figure 14) will show the possible vulnerabilities
the participants may be exposed to, according to the actions they have taken
during the puzzle scenario. In figure 14, a sample generated attack graph is
presented. Here the dark lines resemble the paths the participant has taken
according to their decision and also the possible attacks and final goal. In this
example, the participant has selected to use a public pc. So that is used by
multiple users, and thus he/she may be exposed to virus, worms, and wateringhole attacks. Also using computers in public space carries a risk of shoulder
surfing. Therefore, the participant is apparently unsafe in the browsing session.
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Puzzle example 2

This is an example of a level 2 puzzle, where the participant has to take the
role of a network administrator in an office. This puzzle is also designed using a
decision tree (D-T) model. In this scenario, participants are made aware of the
current network security situation of the office (Figure 15). Then participants have
to train their staffs and need to decide some IT policies for the office
infrastructure (Figure 16).

Figure 15: Introduction to office network vulnerability (Example 2)
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Figure 16: IT policy decision making (Example 2)

Participants get various feedbacks during the simulation. At the end,
participants will know whether their policies and decision are successful enough
to defend the office network from some specific threats.

Puzzle example 3

This is a high-level puzzle example designed using a truth table (T-T) based
puzzle design model. Participants need to have thorough knowledge about
network component functionalities and vulnerability to answer these puzzles.
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Participants are presented with a network setup for testing purpose (Figure 17).
They are asked questions regarding to the network with some vulnerabilities
marked to specific nodes (Figure 18). Participants have to choose from the
options to solve these problems.

Figure 17: Network setup (Example 3)
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Figure 18: Questions with network nodes marked for vulnerabilities (Example 3)

Participants are notified about the correctness of their responses after they
have submitted their answers. Responses are evaluated and marked and at the
end of the scenario, participants are declared ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ according to their
solutions for the network problems (Figure 19). Participants can review their
answers after the result is declared.
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Figure 19: Evaluation of the performance of the participant (Example 3)
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5. Evaluation
Effectiveness of Puzzles in Learning Environment

We conducted an informal survey with 28 students to find the effectiveness of
the use of puzzles for learning purpose. The students were not aware about the
survey beforehand so that the result of the survey remains unbiased.
At first, an introductory lecture was presented to the students about two new
topics. Then two questions were asked about the lecture topics to the students.
After that, some puzzle questions were asked to the students and all answer
sheets were collected. Later, the same questions (the two questions that were
asked at the beginning) were paraphrased and asked again to the students.
We compared then the answers of the topic questions that were asked before
and after the puzzle questions. After analyzing their answers, we found that 82%
of the students had either corrected or improved their previous answers. Among
them, 50% of the students corrected their answers which were wrong in their first
attempt. Also 39% of the student expanded or improved their answers in the
second attempt. This result is showed in Figure 20.
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Improvement after use of Puzzle
90%
80%
70%
60%

50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Improve/corrected
Answer

Corrected Answer

Improved Answer

Figure 20: Improvement of answer quality after the students solved the puzzle
questions

Among the 28 students, 50% of the students have correctly answered both
questions before they answered the puzzle questions. After the puzzle questions
were used, 81% of the students answered all question correctly (Figure 21). This
result indicates the usefulness and benefit of using puzzles as an education tool.
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Participants with all correct answers
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
Percentage of
Students

30%
20%
10%
0%
Before use of puzzle

After use of puzzle

Figure 21: Percentage of the participants with at least one wrong answer before
and after use of the puzzles

Figure 22 shows the comparison between the percentage of correct answers
before and after the use of puzzles question with the students. It shows that the
percentage of wrong answers reduced significantly and most of the answers
were correct after puzzles questions were solved by the students. An interesting
fact is, though most of the students did not correctly solve the puzzles, but still
they were able to answer the follow up questions correctly.
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Before use of puzzle

After use of puzzle

Correct and
clear answer

Correct and
clear answer

Correct but
unclear
answer

Correct but
unclear
answer

Wrong
answer

Wrong
answer

Figure 22: Category of answers received from the students before and after the
use of puzzles

Qualitative Merit of Puzzles

Two informal surveys were conducted for the qualitative study of this puzzlebased approach. These surveys were conducted with graduate students as they
already have some in depth knowledge on their relative fields and they can
provide some insightful thoughts on these implementations. First survey was
conducted with nine persons. They were given three different implementations of
puzzles with different difficulty levels (discussed in examples 1, 2 and 3) and they
were asked to submit their response in a survey website (Survey Monkey) to
make this survey anonymous. One puzzle shows the participant the traversed
path in the decision tree as the result, another showed the future consequences
and the result of their decisions and the other one graded their answers for every
question and showed the participants if their performances are above or below
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the cutoff margin. All participants successfully completed all three-puzzle
scenarios.
Another survey was conducted with six persons to determine the quality of the
puzzle-based method. The students were randomly given one of the three puzzle
scenarios discussed in examples to interact with, so that they can focus their
feedbacks on only one implementation of the puzzle. Their responses were also
collected using that particular website to keep the survey anonymous.
All participants were asked to evaluate the ideology and implementation of the
puzzle-based approach. Their feedbacks are summarized in table 9.

Table 9: Summary of the findings of the qualitative study on the puzzle-based
approach for cyber security learning
Question
Positive points

Shortcomings

Answers
 Story based scenario and accompanying pictures
 Easy to interact framework
 Use of practical scenario.
 Use of Decision tree as the background logic.
 Interesting questions
 Additional information learned while interacting with
the puzzle scenarios




Difficulties:



Some puzzles are too technical for the some
participants.
Requirement of computer science background.
No options to correct previous answers.
They had no problem to navigate through the
puzzles. Participants mentioned the puzzles
scenarios as self-explaining and easy for the
participants to interact. Every participant was able to
complete all the three puzzles.
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Question
Review:

Suggestions:

Answers
 Learned new stuffs through the survey
 Useful to learn useful information regarding the
security issues
 Good initiative





Inclusion of initial lecture slides or reading materials
Additional questions may be necessary for each
puzzle to make more valid result
Use of hints
Refinement of ambiguous questions and scenarios

The approach of using puzzles for the cyber security education can be
supported from the analysis of experimental studies as very inspiring results are
found from the surveys. This method showed significant improvement of the
understanding of the knowledge on the students as depicted in the first survey.
Feedbacks from the students also show good qualitative merit of the proposed
method.
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6. Conclusion

The notion of security, especially the field of information technology, continues
to be more vulnerable with the invention of new innovative and complex systems.
Attackers are growing more sophisticated and equipped. Therefore, the
traditional case based learning is not enough anymore. It is very essential for the
security personnel to have appropriate knowledge and training to evaluate their
security measures and to defend against the ever-growing smarter and
innovative attackers.
Different forms of puzzles are in existence for people to think, expand
knowledge and stimulate their cognitive ability. We proposed some guiding
principles for creating cyber security puzzles, and introduced two new
approaches to develop interactive puzzle-based scenarios for teaching different
aspects of computing, networking, and information security to help students in
better understanding and critical thinking to defend against increasing complex
cyber-attacks.
Puzzle-based learning provokes the thinking process of the participant by
providing challenges to them. The reward of satisfaction of overcome a challenge
in the form of puzzles makes it more interesting to the participants. The
interactive process allows them the participants to seek all possible solutions to a
security problem, and can better realize the risks of their actions in cyber space,
without disrupting any real world setup, which makes the learning process
enjoyable to them.
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7. Future Work

An interesting idea will be to combine the decision tree based approach and
the truth table based approach together. In this combined approach, a decision
tree will be used to generate the attack tree where possible vulnerabilities and
attacks will be considered using the truth table rows specified by the states from
the decision tree.
Inclusion of automatic question generation with these models will be a good
idea. Puzzle creation process will expedite if puzzle questions can be autogenerated from a descriptive paragraph.
Larger databases of vulnerabilities with their relationship to various attacks
and network components need to be constructed. A smaller part of these large
databases can be used to create basic level puzzles where a larger portion can
be used to design complex higher-level puzzles.
More experiments with control groups need to be carried out to test the
effectiveness of the puzzle-based education. The use of control groups in the
studies will eliminate the effects of external variable over the final outcome.
As seen from the informal surveys, this puzzle-based approach for cyber
security learning has a good potential as a learning tool for the students. To
reach a conclusive state, we need formal studies comparing this puzzle-based
approach with other existing learning approaches involving larger group of
students.
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